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Established results show that every zero dimensional, first countable, locally compact space X 
can be densely embedded in a pseudocompact space 2 that is also zero dimensional, first 
countable and locally compact. The construction relies on a maximal almost disjoint collection of 
open sets. Because zero dimensionality is present, these sets can be chosen to be clopen and Z is 
regular as a consequence. Moreover, the set Z - X is closed discrete. 
Without zero dimensionality, it is still possible to use this mad family approach and an 
extension Y of X can be constructed where every discrete collection of open sets is finite. In 
general, the set Y - X need not be closed discrete. This is to be expected; after all, there exist 
spaces for which no first countable pseudocompactification can be produced by adding a closed 
discrete set. 
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nected. 
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1. Introduction 
Several methods of densely embedding spaces into pseudocompact spaces have 
already appeared in the literature. Particular importance is given to preserving first 
countability in the extension if it appears in the starting space. This may have been 
partially inspired by [7], in which it is shown that every locally compact separable 
Moore space can be embedded in a locally compact pseudocompact Moore space. 
Reed later asks in [7] whether every locally compact separable Moore space can be 
densely embedded. This question is restated in [8]. 
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For Tychonoff spaces, Terada and Terasawa exploit the Stone-Tech compacti- 
fication in [9], where they prove 
Theorem. Every first countable, locally pseudocompact space has a first countable 
pseudocompactification . 
More recently, Nyikos has established in [5]: 
Theorem. Let Y be a Tychonoff locally pseudocompact Moore space. The following 
are equivalent: (i) Y is separable, (ii) Y can be densely embedded in a pseudocompact 
Moore space, (iii) Y can be densely embedded in a feebly compact Moore space. 
and 
Corollary (to the proof). Let Y be a locally compact Moore space. Then Y can be 
densely embedded in a locally compact pseudocompact Moore space if and only if Y is 
separable. 
These results provide an affirmative answer to Reed’s question (and an answer 
to the Tychonoff version of Stephenson’s question below). 
A space is feebly compact if every locally finite collection of open sets is finite, 
which is equivalent to pseudocompactness of Tychonoff spaces. In [S], Stephenson 
asks whether every locally feebly compact, regular, first countable space can be 
densely embedded in a regular, first countable, feebly compact space. Because 
complete regularity may be absent, we are unable to invoke the above results. 
The natural “constructive” approach to pseudocompactify a space X is to 
mimic W’s maximal almost disjoint family property-see [3]. Informally, the idea 
runs as follows. Let 9 be the collection of all countably infinite one-to-one 
sequences S = {S, : n E w} of open sets in X that form discrete families. From 9 
we can extract a maximal almost disjoint subcollection 9’ (i.e., (a> if S # S’ EY’, 
there is an n such that S, n SA, = fl whenever m, m’ > n and (b) if S ~9, there is 
an S’ EP” such that, for any n, S, n SA, # fl for some m, m’>n). For each 
S EP”, add a limit point 1, to X and basic open sets about 1, take the form 
(I,1 U u (S, . . m 2 n). The extension space is first countable at each of the new 
limit points and Hausdorff by the almost disjointness property. By the maximality 
of 9, it also has the property that every discrete collection of open sets is finite. 
The difficulty arises in preserving regularity. If all the S, happen to be feebly 
compact clopen sets, the basic open sets around limit points will be clopen in the 
extension and regularity at these points is immediate. This leads to Bell’s pseudo- 
compactification of certain zero dimensional spaces in 121. If not, the new basic 
open sets need not take the nice form as above. For instance, suppose U, 17’ are 
open sets such that 1, E U 2 as U’. There is nothing to prevent (U’ - 0) nX 
containing an infinite discrete collection of open sets of X, i.e., there is some 
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S’ ~9’ with lJ S’ c (17’ - 0) nX. In this case, U’ must contain more than one 
new limit point. 
2. The extension 
Definition 2.1. A space X has the discrete finite chain condition (is DFCC) if every 
discrete collection of nonempty open sets is finite. A space is locally DFCC if every 
point has a DFCC neighbourhood. 
Frequently, when proving a space is pseudocompact, one first proves that it is 
DFCC, because 
Theorem. A completely regular space is pseudocompact if and only if it is DFCC. 
One easily shows that, for T3 spaces, the DFCC is equivalent to feeble 
compactness. Therefore, if Z! is an infinite collection of pairwise disjoint open sets 
in a DFCC T3 space X, there is an x E X any neighbourhood of which meets 
infinitely many elements of %. Such a point x will be called a cluster point of Z!. 
It follows from [l] that, for regular spaces, the DFCC is preserved in regular 
closed sets, i.e., if U is an open subset of a DFCC space then I? is DFCC. 
Notice that in the zero dimensional case outlined in the introduction and in the 
pseudocompactifications found in [2] and [S], the set of points added to make the 
extension space is closed discrete. In the general case, however, a more compli- 
cated set of limit points may be needed. This is demonstrated in the extension we 
present below. Watson also demonstrates this phenomenon in [ll], where he 
pseudocompactifies R (also assuming CH). 
Theorem 2.2 (CH). Every (first countable) locally DFCC, T3 space X with r-weight 
at most c can be embedded in a (first countable) DFCC T3 space Y as a dense open 
subspace. 
Proof. Obviously if X itself is DFCC, there is nothing to do. So let X be a locally 
DFCC, non-DFCC T3 space that has a r-base 9 with I9 I G ml. Let r be the set 
of all countably infinite one-to-one sequences G = {G(n): n E w} of nonempty 
open subsets of X such that every G(n) is an element of 9, every G(n) is DFCC 
and G forms a discrete collection in X. As r is nonempty, 1 r 1 = c. To see this, if 
G E r and f is any increasing function in ww then H = {H(n): n E w} is in r, 
where H(n) = G( f(n)>. 
We say G, G’ E r meet infinitely often if there are infinitely many pairs (i, j) 
such that G(i) n G’(j) # @. Observe that if G, G’ E r meet infinitely often, then 
Vn 3m, m’ >n such that G(m) n G’(m’) f @. (*) 
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If this were not the case, for some n there would be infinitely many m such that 
G(n) n G’(m) # fl (or with G, G’ interchanged). As {G’(m): m E w} is a discrete 
collection in X, (G(n) n G’(m): m E w) is discrete in G(n). This contradicts G(n) 
being DFCC. 
We say G(k) z U G’ U.U. (almost always) if G(k) c UG’ for all but finitely 
many k. Let A be the set of all countably infinite sequences u = 1~~: m > 1) of 
elements of r such that 
a,+,(n) Ca,(n + 1) for all m, n. (**) 
Enumerate r as {G,: (Y < wi). For (Y < wi, we inductively define era E A U (@} and 
z’, c A U {@} satisfying 
(1) 2, = (aa: p < (.y); 
(2) there is some u E Z’, such that a, meets G, infinitely often for every m; 
(3) if (T, T E 2, and a, meets rn infinitely often then either u,(k) c_ IJ T,, a.a. or 
Tl(k) c U a, a.a.; 
(4) if v f T E 2, and u,(k) G U rn a.a., there is a p such that U vi n U 7p = fl. 
The proof of this is postponed. Let _Z = U a <o,_ZT;a - {fl}. For each v E 2, pick 
some new 1, PX (so that whenever cx # p, we have I, # Ip>. Let L = (1,: u E Z} 
and Y = X u L. Points of X have their open neighbourhoods as before and the nth 
basic open set containing 1, EL is given by 
U,(I,) = U a, U {I, EL: T1( k) c IJ a, a.a.}. 
This forms a base for a topology on Y with X a dense open subspace. Note that Y 
is first countable if and only if X is. 
l Y is Hausdorff. 
Case 1: x # y EX. This is straightforward, because X is an open Hausdorff 
subspace of Y. 
Case 2: x EX, 1, EL. Pick an open set U of X containing x with ox DFCC. 
Arguing similarly as we did to prove (*), u,(k) n U = fl for all but finitely many k. 
Pick j 2 1 such that u,(m) n U = fl whenever m &j - 1. Then, by ( * * >, 
q(l,)nU= U uJk)nUc U u,(k+j-l)nU=@. 
ksm ksw 
Case 3: 1, # 1, E L. If ui meets r1 only finitely often then we can certainly find 
some IZ such that U u1 n U T, = @, in which case U,(f,) I-I UJl,) = fl. If ui meets 
7, infinitely often, by (3) (without loss of generality), al(k) c U I a.a. But then, by 
(4), there is a p such that U u1 n U TV = fl. Hence U,(Z,) n UJZ,) = Id. 
l Y is regular. 
Case 1: U is an open set containing x EX. Let V be an open set in X (hence 
open in Y) such that vx is DFCC and x E V c vx c U. Because vx is DFCC, a,, 
meets TX at most finitely often for every n and u. Therefore vx = vy and 
xEVGVYGU. 
Case 2: U is an open set containing I, EL. It is sufficient to show that for every 
n, U,+,(Z,)‘~ UJZ,). If x EX- &(I,), then xeX- Uu,. Because u,+i is a 
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discrete collection, x E X - KO;,+ by (**>. Hence xEU,+i(lV). If Z,EL- 
U,(l,) then ri(k) g U a,, for an infinite number of k’s. If r1 meets Up infinitely 
often then, by (3), o,(k) c U 7i for all but finitely many k and hence, by (4), there 
is a p with U a,, n U 7P = @. If r1 meets a, only finitely often then we can find a p 
such that 7,(k) n IJ u%= @ whenever k >p - 1. In either case, U,(I,) n U,(f,) = @ 
and hence 1, $5 U,( 1,) . 
l Y is DFCC. 
Suppose 2/= {V,: n E w} were an infinite discrete collection of nonempty open 
sets. As X is open and dense, without loss of generality, U YZX. For some 
G E r, G(n) c V, for each n. By (2), there is a u EZ such that am meets G 
infinitely often for every m. Therefore 1, must be a cluster point of G and hence 
of Y-a contradiction. 
It remains to show that the construction of 2 can be carried out. To do this, 
suppose we have defined up and ZP for every p < LY satisfying (l)-(4). Let 
2; = {a? p < a}. 
(a) If there is some u E .ZA such that urn meets G, infinitely often for each m, 
let u”l = Ifi). 
(b) If for every r E J$A, r1 meets G, at most finitely often, pick any u E A with 
u1 = G, and let ua = u. 
If either (a) or (b) holds, (l)-(4) are clearly satisfied with Z:, = 2: U {a’?. 
(c) There is no u E 2: with urn meeting G, infinitely often for every m, but 
there are u in 2: such that Us meets G, infinitely often for some m. 
Let A, = {p < cy: for some m, ai meets G, infinitely often}. Then A, is 
nonempty and countable. Re-enumerate {uP: p EAJ as (7’: n E 01 (repetitions 
permitted). 
Let k be the index where ri meets G, infinitely often, but ~f+i meets G, only 
finitely often. For each n, define F”(n) = (U 7: - m) n G,(n). From the 
collection of these F”(n), throw out all the empty sets and re-enumerate in a 
one-to-one manner. By the choice of k, the new collection is an infinite family of 
pairwise disjoint nonempty open sets. Notice that this collection is also discrete, 
because it refines G,. 
Suppose inductively we have defined F” = {F”(n): n E o} to be a collection of 
pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of U G,, in such a way that each F”(i) is 
a subset of G,(j) for some j, and different F”(i) are subsets of different G,(j). If 
T;“+~ meets F” only finitely often, let F m+‘(n) = F”(n) for each n. Otherwise, let 
k be the index where 
rk m +I meets F” infinitely often and TP++~’ meets F” only finitely often. 
(*) 
Define Fm+‘(n) = (U $+I - U ~km++~’ ) n F”(n) for each n. Throw out all the 
empty sets from this collection and re-enumerate. Then Fm+’ satisfies the induc- 
tive hypothesis at the (m + 11th stage. 
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Pick H(0) ~9 such that H(0) cF’(O) and, for n z 1, H(n) ~9 such that 
H(n) c F”(k), where k is the least index such that F”(k) I? H(j) = @, for all j < n. 
Then H = {H(n): n E w} E r. Pick any u E A with ui =H. Define u” = u and 
2, = 2; u {a}. Conditions (1) and (2) are now automatically satisfied at the ath 
stage. 
To see (3), suppose 77 E 2: and vi meets a: infinitely often. Then 17 = 7” for 
some n. By construction, U F” c U 72, where k is defined by (*). So 
whenever p > n. Therefore (T;(P) G U rli whenever p > IZ. 
To see (4) observe that, by (3) above, the only condition appropriate is 
a?(j) c U vn a.a. But 77 = rr for some Y and U F’ n U T;+~ = !L! for some k. It 
follows that a?(j) n U nk+i # @ only if j < r: for j > r, a,“(j) G U F’ c IJ F’, SO 
q%) n U 77 ,+,&UF’n UTL+1= @. As each of the ap(j> is DFCC, there is 
certainly a p 2 k + 1 such that U a; n U qp = @. This completes the ath inductive 
step and the proof. 0 
In [2], Bell begins, “for reasons of simplicity only, all our spaces henceforth will 
be zero dimensional Hausdorff spaces”. Perhaps he had foreseen results similar to 
Theorem 2.2. 
Observe that for any first countable Hausdorff space X, n-w(X) < 1 X I < 
~w(X>~. In particular, rw(X> G c if and only if 1 X 1 =G c. This yields Corollary 
2.3. 
Corollary 2.3 (CH). Zf X is a first countable locally DFCC, T3 space and I X I G c, 
then X can be embedded in a first countable DFCC T3 space Y as a dense open 
subspace. 
This gives a partial answer to a Stephenson’s question. A consequence of 
Corollary 2.3 is that, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, every locally DFCC, 
separable Moore space can be embedded in a first countable DFCC T3 space as a 
dense subset. As we will shortly see, the extension is not, in general, a Moore 
space. 
Although X need not be zero dimensional, it turns out that the set of cluster 
points L is. 
Proposition 2.4. As a subspace, L is zero dimensional. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for all r and n, &(I,) n L = U,( 1,) n L. So suppose 
I, E U,(E,). We must show that I, E UJZ,). For all p, UP@,) n U,(l,) z (d and it 
follows that U up n U TV # @. Hence up meets T, infinitely often for each p: if not, 
there would be some p such that up meets T,, only finitely often and hence some 
q>p suchthat lJuqn UT,=@. 
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If it were the case that hi G lJ up a.a. for some p, then there would be a 
q>p such that U~~fl UCT~=@. But lJr,,f’ UCT,GUT,~~ UC,. So, instead, we 
must have a,(k) c lJ r, a.a. and thus I, E UJI,). 0 
If Y is a DFCC Moore space then Y is separable [6]. Therefore if X fails to be 
separable then the extension Y of Theorem 2.2 will not be a Moore space: X is a 
dense open subset of Y and hence would be separable itself. So, for example, 
applying Theorem 2.2 to w1 many isolated points does not produce a Moore space. 
We now show that whenever X is connected, Y again fails to be developable. Of 
course, there are certain instances where developability is preserved: the construc- 
tion applied to w many isolated points generates V, as one would hope. 
For the remainder of this section, X will be a connected space satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. 
Definition 2.5. For g’, r E 2, u < r if and only if al(k) c lJ ri a.a. 
With this definition, G is a partial order on Z. 
Lemma 2.6. For all u and n, there is a 7 f v such that r,(k) c U a,, a.a. 
Proof. Consider Z= (un,(i + 1) - a,,,(i>: i E 0). X is connected, so every element 
of % is nonempty. Furthermore, % is a discrete collection of open sets in X. As Y 
is DFCC, Z! has a cluster point I, EL and consequently 7, meets Z infinitely 
often for every m. So 7m meets u,, infinitely often for all m. Therefore we must 
have that T,(k) c U u,, a.a. q 
Proposition 2.7. Let LY <CO, and suppose 7 p E 2 has been defined for all p < (Y so 
that rfi < 7y whenever y < p. Then there is a rol such that ra < rp for all p < (Y. 
Proof. If LY is a successor ordinal, 7a exists by Lemma 2.6. If cr is a limit, pick a 
sequence (pi: i E w} cofinal in (Y. For convenience of notation, rename rat as T’. It 
will be sufficient to show that there is a u (which will be ~~1 such that u < 7i for 
all i. 
As ri < 7j for all i > j, there is a ki such that T;(k) c U j< i U T{ whenever 
k 2 ki. Moreover, we may also choose ki so that TiCki) no-: = fl whenever 
Ti(kj) n T:(k) f 6 for j < i. Because different Tf(ki) are subsets of different T:(k), 
Y= {7i(ki): i E w} is a discrete collection of open sets in X. This collection 
therefore has a cluster point I, EL. We claim u < 7i for all i. 
If there were some p and i such that up meets ri only finitely often, then 
U u4 n U of = fl for some q >p and hence U&I,) meets at most finitely many 
elements of 7. So a- must meet ri infinitely often for each p and i. 
By (31, for each p and i, we have either u,(k) c U T; a.a. or T;(k) c U a- a.a. If 
for some p and i we had the latter, then, by (4) U T; n U a+, = fl for some q; but 
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rf and gq meet infinitely often. Therefore a,(k) c U rf a.a. for each p and i. 
Fixing p = 1 shows that v G 7i for each i. We cannot have (T = riO for any i,, for 
otherwise we would have 7’0 = u < r ‘o+l < ~~0. Thus u < ri for each i. 0 
Corollary 2.8. For every u and n, 1 U,(I,) n L 1 = ml. 
Proof. Combine Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.7. 0 
Corollary 2.8 shows that, in general, the set of cluster points L is far from being 
closed discrete. 
Proposition 2.9. L does not have a u-closed discrete dense subset. 
Proof. Suppose K = lJ n t o K, were a a-closed discrete dense subset of L. Pick 
any r” EZ and then no so that U$,U) n K, & {I,}, which is possible as K, is 
closed discrete. Inductively select rm+’ satisfying 
T;“+‘(k) z U ~2 a.a. 
and then n,,, such that Unm+1(17m+1) n lJ iGm+lKi L {lTm+l}. 
We certainly have 7’ > r1 > . . . > 7”’ > . . . and hence 
(*I 
there is a 7”’ such that r” < 7m for each m. (**) 
K is dense in L, so U,(Z,w) n Km0 # fl for some m,. Also, if 1, E UI(Z,w), it follows 
from ( * >, ( * * > that 1, E Un,Jl&; in particular, U,(Z,w) n Km0 G Un,$Z7m,> f? K,“. 
Hence U,(l,w> n K,_ = {l,,,,,}. But this implies r’Q G +“, contradicting r” < r”Q. 
0 
Corollary 2.10. Y is not a Moore space. 
Proof. Every Moore space has a a-closed discrete dense subset. Therefore L (and 
hence Y) cannot be Moore. 0 
3. With connectedness 
The difficulties of Theorem 2.2 could be avoided altogether if every locally 
DFCC space could be extended to a DFCC space simply by adding a closed 
discrete subset. However, as Example 3.1 shows, this is just not possible for certain 
spaces. 
Example 3.1. There is a first countable, locally compact space X such that S -X is 
not (closed) discrete whenever S is a first countable DFCC T3 space containing X 
as a dense subspace. 
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Proof. Let Y = R x R+, the open upper half plane with the Euclidean topology. Let 
Z = lJ ((0, l),: p E R}, the union of a collection of disjoint copies of the open 
interval (0, l), one for each p E R. Ensure Y n Z = fl and let X = Y U Z. Points in 
Y have their usual Euclidean neighbourhoods. For (a, b), = lx, E (0, l),: a <x < 
b} ~(0, l)p, define T(a, b), to be the open triangle in Y with vertices (p, 01, 
(p - 1-t 2a, 1) and (p - 1 + 2b, 1). The mth basic neighbourhood about xp E 
(0, l)p is then defined to be 
where a = max(0, x - l/m) and b = minlx + l/m, 11. X is a locally compact 
version of the tangent disk space and is discussed in [41 and [lo]. 
Define A, = {(x, y) E R2: 0 <y <x, 1/(2n + 1)2 <x2 +y2 < 1/(2n)2}, the first 
eighth of an open annulus with inner radius 1/(2n + l), outer radius 1/(2n). The 
collection of A, must have a limit point 5 E S - X such that every open set 
containing i meets infinitely many A,. Let (V,: IZ E w} be an open base at l such 
that V n+ 1 c V, for each 12. For a contradiction, suppose we can arrange V, n (S - 
x> = m. 
Fix II > 2. If there were infinitely many m E w such that A, n (V, - V,> f 0, 
then 
~={A,n(V~_,-V,,,): A,n(E-V,)#@, mew} 
would have a limit point ii E S -X. Because V, +, n U V= @, 5 6L U Z’and hence 
J, # l. But ii E lJ 7~ V,, contradicting V, n (S -X) = {Cl. Therefore, for all but 
finitely many m, A, n (V, - V,> = @. Observe that, for such m, A, - V, and 
A, n V, are disjoint open sets covering A,. But A, is connected. So A, & V, for 
infinitely many m E w. 
Fix k E o for which A, c V3, let L = (1/(2k + l), 1/(2k)) c R and, for m and 
n, Enl, = (p EL: U,<$,) n V, = @I. Then L = U ,,,E,, because S is Hausdorff. 
By the Baire Category Theorem, for some m, n, E,, must be dense in some 
interval (a, b) 2 L One can then verify that, if J is the open region bounded by the 
points (a, 0), (b, 01, (a - 2/m*, l/m) and (b + 2/m2, l/m), then Jn V, = @. 
Therefore, for some 6 > 0, B,((a + b)/2, 0) n Y cJ n A,. [B,(z) denotes the met- 
ric ball with centre z, radius E.] Let W = B,((a + b)/2, 0) n Y. Now W must have a 
limit point L2 in S -X. Again l2 # [, because V, n W = fl. But lz E WC V, c V,, 
so l2 E V. n (S -X>. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Finally, we consider a particular instance where a locally DFCC space can be 
extended to a DFCC space by adding a closed discrete subset. Of course, Theorem 
2.2 can be applied to (0, 11 to get a DFCC extension. A complicated set of limit 
points is needed to achieve this. 10, 11 is far more natural. Moreover, a closed 
discrete set (in fact, a single point) is all that has been added. It is a corollary of 
Theorem 3.3 that (0, 11 has precisely one DFCC extension where the additional set 
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is closed discrete, namely [O, 11. Before we prove this, Lemma 3.2 will be useful 
and shows that “X is open in Y” in the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 is no accident. 
This lemma is implicit in [8]. 
Lemma 3.2. If X is a locally DFCC space, densely embedded in a T3 first countable 
space Y then X is an open subset of Y. 
Proof. Let x EX and I/ be an open subset of X containing x such that vx is 
DFCC. We show that I/ is open in Y. Suppose y E I/’ -X, where I/’ is open in Y 
and V’ nX = I/. Let (U,: n E w) be an open neighbourhood base at y such that 
U,~V’,U,.,zU, and U,,-U,,,, # fl for each n. It is easy to show that Z = {V n 
(U,, - Uzn+l): n E o} forms an infinite discrete collection of sets open in V, so Z 
must have a cluster point in V . -x However % cannot have a cluster point x’ in I/X, 
for otherwise we would be unable to separate x’ and y, contradicting Y being 
Hausdorff. Therefore V’ -X must be empty (i.e., V’ = V) and hence V is open in 
Y. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let Y be a first countable DFCC T3 space, X connected, locally 
connected, 
connected. 
locally DFCC and such that x = Y. If Y-X is discrete then Y is locally 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, X is open in Y and locally connected, so Y is locally 
connected at all points of X. Fix y E Y-X and let U be open in Y with y E U. 
We must show that there is a connected open set W such that y E W & U. Let - 
{W,:n E w} be an open base at y satisfying W,,, _ -cW, for each n, W,n(Y-X)= 
- - 
{y} and W,r U. Recall that each W, must be DFCC and observe that W, - {y} is 
open in X, so the connected components of W, - {y} will be clopen in W, - {y} 
[12]. Define W,l = W, - (y} and let gn be the collection of components of W,’ in 
X. 
Claim. There is a finite _SB & ‘ZO such that for some m, Wk c IJ 9 and W,’ I? C # # 
whenever C ~9 and n > m. 
Define W = (y} n U _9. To see that W is open in Y, observe that U g is open 
in X (and hence in Y) and that y E W, G {y} n U 9 = W. To see that W is 
connected, consider any clopen set A containing y. For some n > m, W, ~4. But 
W, meets each component in 9, so A does too. Therefore U B CA and thus 
W ~4. Finally, W c W, c U, so W is a connected open neighbourhood of y inside 
U, as required. 
Proof of Claim. Firstly, we show there is a finite 55” c go with W,l z U E?‘. If this 
were not the case, let {C,: n E w} c ‘ZO be such that C, n C, = fl whenever n # m 
and C, n W,’ # fl for each n. Let D,, E %?I be such that D, n C, # @. C, is clopen 
in Wd and D,, is a connected subset of W,l. Hence D,, c C, for each n. Because D, 
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is an open subset of the connected space X, there is some x E Rx - D,,. If it were 
the case that D, ~w;^, 
hence D,, = qw[ = Rx 
then x E xx L TX c Wi’. But D, is clopen in W,’ and 
-7X n W,’ 3x, which is absurd. Therefore D, - W, # fl for 
7X each n. It follows that % = (0, - W, : n E w} is an infinite collection of pairwise 
-. 
disjoint nonempty open subsets of X and U %G WI. Since WI IS DFCC, there is 
- 
some z E WI such that every open set containing z meets at least two elements of 
%. Note that z # y, because U g/n W, = 0. So z E X. If z were in Wd, then z E C 
for a unique C E go. But then C would be an open set meeting at most one 
-- 
element of %‘, by choice of the C,. Hence z QZ W,. However, W, 2 W, 2 U Z&z, 
which is the required contradiction. Therefore there must be a finite @?’ G go with 
w,l G U G?‘. 
Now let _9={C ~$9’: W,‘n C# fl for all y1 > 1). For CE g’-_9 (if such 
exists), let no be such that Wn:. n C = 6. Let m = max{nc: C E ‘Z” -_@ + 1. If 
W;g lJL9 then WinC#@ for some CE%‘-g. But then W,>nCsW;nC# 
$!i. So, instead, we must have that WA G U 9. By the definition of 9, W,’ n C # fl 
whenever n > m and C ~9. This completes the proof. q 
At first, the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 might seem incongruous. However, the 
condition that Y-X be discrete really is necessary. Consider, for example, 
X= ((x, sin(l/x): 0 <s G 1) and Y =XU ((0, y>: - 1 <y < 1) with the Euclidean 
topology. 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be the half open interclal (0, 11 and Y be a first countable DFCC 
T3 space with Y = x. If Y-X is discrete then Y is (homeomorphic to) [O, 11. 
Proof. There is some x E Y - X because X is not DFCC. We show that Y = X U (x) 
and that l(x) U (0, a): 0 < a < 1) forms an open base at x. Notice that, by Lemma 
3.2, X is open in Y and that, for any b E X, [b, 11 is compact and hence closed in 
Y. 
By Theorem 3.3, let I/ be a connected open set such that Vn (Y-X) = (x). 
Choose any a E I/n X. If there were some b < a such that b QA I/ then (Y-X) u 
(0, b) and (6, 11 would be open sets in Y disconnecting I/. Therefore Ix) U (0, a> c I/ 
and hence (x) U (0, a) = I/- [a, 11 G I’ is open in Y. So {{x) u (0, a): 0 < a < 1) is 
a base at x. 
The induced topology on X U ix) is compact. It follows that Y - (X u Ix)) is 
open and has empty intersection with X. X is dense in Y, so Y = X u {x). q 
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